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[Posted: September 27, 2017—9:30 AM EDT]  Global equity markets are generally higher this 

morning.  The EuroStoxx 50 is up 0.5% from the last close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 

closed up 0.1% from the prior close.  Chinese markets were up, with the Shanghai composite up 

0.1% and the Shenzhen index up 0.8%.  U.S. equity index futures are signaling a higher open.   

 

The primary features of this morning’s trade are rising interest rates and a stronger dollar.  Chair 

Yellen is becoming increasingly hawkish; so far, equity markets are holding their own.  Here are 

some of the news items we are tracking: 

 

BREAKING: German FM Wolfgang Schäuble has indicated he is willing to give up the finance 

ministry and lead the CDU/CSU in the Bundestag.  Schäuble is a stalwart in the Merkel 

government and so this move was not expected.  This action may show that Merkel is struggling 

to build a coalition and needs the finance mandate to woo potential coalition partners.  Initial 

market reaction has been bearish for the EUR as Schäuble leaving the government suggests 

disarray.  At the same time, it is possible the FDP is pressing Merkel for the finance ministry as a 

condition of joining the government.  The FDP leans anti-Eurozone and would call for a hard 

line against the southern tier.  Thus, an FDP finance ministry would probably be bullish EUR.   

 

Initial tax plan to be unveiled today: A rough outline of tax reform is expected to be revealed 

today.  Although there will be many electrons dedicated to parsing out the details of what is 

released, investors shouldn’t get overly concerned about what is seen today because if a deal is 

struck it probably won’t look like what is proposed today.  We do expect to see a marginal cut in 

personal rates; corporate taxes will be adjusted lower with credits reduced.  The basic method of 

tax reform is to lower the rate and broaden the base.  The former is self-evident; the latter means 

getting rid of deductions and credits designed to steer behavior.  The problem with broadening 

the base is that one party’s wasteful tax expenditure and sop to special interests is another party’s 

critical tax relief that is elemental to the continuation of Western civilization.  We continue to 

pay attention to this issue but won’t go into detail until later when (or if) a real program emerges.  

 

Yellen the hawk: In a speech yesterday, Chair Yellen reiterated the message of the Fed, 

indicating a path of rate hikes and balance sheet reductions.  We had expected Chair Yellen to 

use the latter to stall action on the former.  However, she is apparently moving to keep the two 

policy items separate, suggesting she doesn’t see balance sheet reduction as a removal of 

accommodation.  We tend to agree with her that reducing the balance sheet, by itself, won’t 

affect the economy much.  Although the Fed argues that expanding the balance sheet lowered 

long-duration yields by reducing the term premium, we suspect that falling inflation 

expectations, not an expanded balance sheet, caused the term premium to decline.   

 

Daily Comment 
 

By Bill O’Grady and Thomas Wash 
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(Source: Bloomberg) 

 

This chart shows the expectations of a rate hike at the December meeting, derived from fed funds 

futures.  Current expectations for a hike are around 70% and have increased significantly.    

 

Why has Yellen turned hawkish?  It is important to note that Yellen came of age during the 

1970s and policymakers who did their academic work in this period are more inclined to fear 

inflation.  It may be that she is planning on leaving in February and worries that the next Fed 

chair will be a dove and thus wants to remove stimulus while she can.   
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This chart shows the past four tightening cycles and the current cycle, shown in gray, along with 

the Chicago FRB National Activity Index.  A reading above zero in the latter index indicates 

above-trend growth.  Note that the economy was significantly stronger in past tightening cycles.  

The only argument for tightening with this level of economic growth is that the policy rate is 

below a rate consistent with equilibrium (on-trend) growth, which seems to be a stretch.  The 

bottom line here is that further Fed tightening will increase the risk of a policy mistake. 

 

Women drivers in Saudi Arabia: On its face, this isn’t market-making news, although some 

are trying to spin it as such as it will increase the number of autos sold in the kingdom.  

Perhaps…however, the big takeaway from this move is that the crown prince is steadily 

modernizing Saudi Arabia.  We have been hearing rumblings that the crown prince wants to 

weaken the grip of the Sunni religious establishment in Saudi Arabia, believing it has become an 

obstacle to the changes the kingdom will need to make in order to deal with the challenges of the 

next 20 years.  This action is important because, symbolically, it suggests that modernizers 

within the royal family are gaining the upper hand. 

 

Populists on the march: Earlier in the week, Germany showed how populists are gaining 

ground in Europe.  The GOP primary in Alabama added to the evidence.  Sen. Corker (R-TN), 

an establishment stalwart, announced he won’t seek re-election next year.  Politico notes that 

former VP Biden is considering a run for president in 2020 as an anti-populist.1  The 

establishment center-left and center-right is taking a drubbing; this is a theme we have been 

monitoring for a long while, but the bottom line is that it could undermine investor confidence at 

some point in the future if it gains momentum. 

  

U.S. Economic Releases 

 

MBA mortgage applications fell 0.5% from the prior week.  Purchases rose 2.8% from the prior 

week, while refinancing fell 3.5%.  The average 30-year fixed rate rose by 7 bps from 4.04% to 

4.11%. 

 

August durable goods came in above expectations, rising 1.7% from the prior month compared 

to the forecast gain of 1.0%.  Durables ex-transportation came in line with expectations, rising 

0.2% from the prior month.  The prior report’s gain was revised upward from 0.6% to 0.8%.  

Capital goods orders non-defense ex-air came in above expectations, rising 0.9% from the prior 

month compared to the forecast gain of 0.3%.  The prior month’s gain was revised upward from 

1.0% to 1.1%.  Capital goods shipments non-defense ex-air came in above expectations at 0.9% 

from the prior month compared to the forecast rise of 0.3%.  The prior report’s gain was revised 

downward from 1.2% to 1.1%. 

  

                                                 
1 To quote the movie Dodgeball, “It’s a bold strategy, Cotton…” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9HVejEB5uVk  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9HVejEB5uVk
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The chart above shows the annual change in new durable goods orders and shipments.  Annually, 

new orders rose by 4.0%, shipments rose by 4.1%, unfilled orders rose by 0.6% and inventories 

rose by 2.3%.   

 

The table below shows the economic releases and Fed events scheduled for the rest of the day.  

We have a growing list of Fed speakers this week. 

 

EDT Indicator Expected Prior Rating

10:00 Pending Home Sales m/m aug -0.5% -0.8% **

10:00 Pending Home Sales y/y aug -0.5% -0.5% **

EST Speaker or event

13:30 James Bullard Speaks in Washington

14:00 Lael Brainard Speaks in Cambridge, Massachusetts

19:00 Eric Rosengren to speak on Economy at VBG

Fed speakers or events

President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston

District or position

Member of the Board of Governors

Economic Releases

President of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

 
 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will add 

a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation.  
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Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

China Industrial Profits y/y aug 24.0% 16.5% ** Equity and bond neutral

Japan Small Business Confidence m/m sep 49.4 49.0 49.5 ** Equity and bond neutral

Machine Tool Orders y/y aug 36.2% 36.3% ** Equity and bond neutral

EUROPE

Eurozone M3 Money Supply y/y aug 5.0% 4.5% 4.6% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

France Consumer Confidence y/y sep 101 103 103 *** Equity and bond neutral

Italy Economic Sentiment y/y sep 108.0 107.0 ** Equity and bond neutral

Manufacturing Confidence m/m sep 110.4 108.1 108.2 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Consumer Confidence m/m sep 115.5 110.8 110.6 *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Industrial Orders m/m jul 10.1% 13.7% ** Equity and bond neutral

Industrial Sales y/y jul 4.0% 7.6% ** Equity and bond neutral

UK CBI Retailing Reported Sales m/m sep 42 -10 8 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

CBI Total Dist. Reported Sales m/m sep 44 2 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Switzerland UBS Consumption Indicator m/m aug 1.53 1.38 ** Equity and bond neutral

Credit Suisse Survey Expectations m/m sep 28.0 25.0 ** Equity and bond neutral

AMERICAS

Mexico Unemployment Rate y/y jul 3.5% 3.4% 3.4% *** Equity and bond neutral

Brazil Current Account Balance m/m aug -$0.302 mn -$3.404 mn -$0.375 mn ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Foreign Direct Investment m/m aug $5.138 bn $4.093 bn $6.550 bn ** Equity and bond neutral  
 

Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 
 

Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 133 133 0 Up

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 104 104 0 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 29 29 0 Neutral

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 119 118 1 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 2.29 2.24 0.05 Neutral

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -33 -33 0 Down

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) 32 32 0 Up

Currencies Direction

dollar up Down

euro down Up

yen down Neutral

pound down Neutral

franc down Neutral  
 

Commodity Markets 
 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
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Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $58.13 $58.44 -0.53% Long Liquidation

WTI $51.91 $51.88 0.06%

Natural Gas $2.93 $2.92 0.34%

Crack Spread $19.52 $20.03 -2.56%

12-mo strip crack $19.70 $20.06 -1.78%

Ethanol rack $1.67 $1.67 -0.38%

Gold $1,289.31 $1,293.98 -0.36% Market Rebalancing

Silver $16.85 $16.82 0.19%

Copper contract $294.90 $291.90 1.03%

Corn contract 350.75$       352.25$       -0.43%

Wheat contract 450.25$       453.75$       -0.77%

Soybeans contract 962.75$       963.50$       -0.08%

Baltic Dry Freight 1476 1503 -27

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) 2.5

Gasoline (mb) -1.5

Distillates (mb) -2.1

Refinery run rates (%) 2.75%

Natural gas (bcf) 72.0

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

DOE inventory report

 
 

Weather 
 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts show warmer to normal temperatures for most of the country. 

Precipitation is expected for most of the country.  Hurricane Maria has weakened to a Tropical 

Storm and is expected to make landfall on the North Carolina coastline.  Hurricane Lee continues 

to spin out in the Atlantic but is not expected to make landfall before dissipating next week.  
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Asset Allocation Weekly Comment 
Confluence Investment Management offers various asset allocation products which are managed using 

“top down,” or macro, analysis.  We report asset allocation thoughts on a weekly basis, updating this 

section every Friday.  
 

September 22, 2017 
 

In a recent speech,2 New York FRB President Bill Dudley made the case that the FOMC should 

continue to reduce monetary stimulus even though inflation remains below target.  His 

contention is that benign financial conditions in the face of tighter policy are creating distortions 

in financial markets, resulting in the need for additional policy tightening.   

 

Congress has given the Federal Reserve dual mandates—full employment and low inflation.  The 

Phillips Curve would suggest that meeting both is often impossible.  The curve postulates that 

there is a tradeoff between inflation and unemployment, and so meeting one objective probably 

means missing the other.  Since the 1970s, the Phillips Curve has become increasingly less 

reliable; globalization and deregulation have led to persistently falling price pressures.  In other 

words, inflation is falling on its own, and thus monetary policy can mostly focus on full 

employment.  Based on the current unemployment rate, it is likely that full employment has 

probably been achieved, although the persistence of weak wage growth would suggest that the 

Fed should be in no hurry to raise rates. 

 

Although the FOMC has dual mandates, every central bank has the goal of financial stability.  

After all, the primary reason for creating a central bank is to build a system for a lender of last 

resort who will lend to financial institutions during liquidity crises.  The Federal Reserve was 

created in 1913 in response to the Panic of 1907, which was single-handedly stopped by John 

Pierpont Morgan (yes, that J.P. Morgan).  President Roosevelt, while relieved that private 

bankers were able to end the panic, was also worried that relying on this solution in the future 

was tempting fate.  Thus, he started the debate on creating a U.S. central bank that resulted in the 

founding of the Federal Reserve six years later.   

 

During financial crises, commercial banks face liquidity problems.  Banks operate by maturity 

transformation.  They take short-term loans (also known as deposits), repayable on demand, and 

transform them into less liquid but higher yielding loans.  As long as depositors don’t demand 

their money en masse, the system works well; cash becomes investable and helps build the 

economy by providing funds for investment.  However, in a panic, banks may be forced to 

liquidate good loans to meet the demands from depositors.  This selling can damage the financial 

system needlessly.  The central bank is designed to lend against these loans so that banks can 

meet depositor demand and quell the panic.3   

 

                                                 
2 https://www.newyorkfed.org/newsevents/speeches/2017/dud170907  
3 The problem for the central bank is determining if a commercial bank faces a solvency or a liquidity crisis.  If the 
assets of the bank, its loans, are dodgy, the lending against them is probably a mistake and the bank should be 
liquidated.  On the other hand, if the loans are of good quality, then lending against these loans is a sound way to 
contain a banking panic. 

https://www.newyorkfed.org/newsevents/speeches/2017/dud170907
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Essentially, one of the key roles of a central bank is crisis management.  Thus, most central 

banks have regulatory power to prevent commercial banks from taking excessive risk.  Reserve 

requirements, capital requirements, bank inspections, stress tests and the general level of interest 

rates are all used to reduce the likelihood of a panic.  Creating an environment of healthy fear 

can curb bankers’ “animal instincts” and prevent them from becoming overly optimistic and 

making aggressive loans.  Unfortunately, if the Federal Reserve is successful in its Congressional 

mandates, it can prolong the business cycle.  As Hyman Minsky noted,4 the longer economic 

conditions appear calm, the greater the likelihood that investors, borrowers and lenders will be 

inclined to take more risk.  The Minsky Instability Theory postulates that economic actors are 

more likely to create instability the longer conditions remain stable. 

 

Dudley’s comment about financial stability is worth examining.  On the chart below, we overlay 

the Chicago FRB National Financial Conditions Index along with the fed funds rate. 
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The blue line on the chart shows the aforementioned Financial Conditions Index, which 

measures the level of stress in the financial system.  It is constructed of 105 variables, including 

the level of interest rates, credit spreads, equity and debt market volatility, delinquencies, 

borrower and lender surveys, debt and equity issuance, debt levels, equity levels and various 

commodity prices (including gold).  A rising line indicates increasing financial stress or 

deteriorating financial conditions.  The red line is the effective fed funds rate.  Until mid-1998, 

the two series were positively and closely correlated.  When the Fed raised rates, financial stress 

rose; when the Fed lowered rates, stress declined.  After 1998, the two series became virtually 

uncorrelated. 

 

We believe there are two factors that changed this relationship.  The first is policy transparency.  

Starting in the late 1980s, the Fed became increasingly transparent.  For example, before 1988 

                                                 
4 Minsky, H. (2008). Stabilizing an Unstable Economy (2nd ed.). New York, NY: McGraw-Hill (originally published 
1986). 
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the FOMC would meet but issue no statement about what it had decided to do.  Investors and the 

financial system had to guess whether policy had been changed.  Starting in 1988, the central 

bank began publishing its target rate.  In the 1990s, it began issuing a statement when rates 

changed.  Eventually, a statement followed all meetings.  As the FOMC has become more 

transparent, the correlation between stress and the level of fed funds has changed.  Essentially, 

the markets now know with a high degree of certainty when rate changes are likely.  This is 

especially true of tightening.  The FOMC appears to avoid making rate hikes that surprise the 

market. 

 

The second factor is financial system stability.  From the Great Depression into the 1980s, 

policymakers put a high premium on system stability at the expense of efficiency.  Bank failures 

were rare and there were a large number of rather small institutions.  In addition, commercial 

banks were separated from investment banks.  The drive to improve efficiency in the financial 

system led to consolidation among commercial banks and a breakdown of the barriers between 

commercial and investment banks.  Although this made the system more efficient, it also 

undermined stability.  Thus, when raising rates, the Fed must pay close attention to system 

stability to prevent crises, which has tended to lead to gradual and measured policies.  This 

behavior maintains stability…until it doesn’t! 

 

It appears that Dudley would like to return to the pre-1998 period.  We tend to agree with that 

sentiment.  Monetary policy would be much more effective if financial stress moved directly 

with changes in policy rates.  However, if our thesis that transparency and industry concentration 

led to the change in the relationship, it seems highly unlikely that policymakers would reverse 

those conditions.  Instead, we now live with markets where policymakers have virtually no 

control over financial conditions; the longer conditions are quiet, the more emboldened investors, 

lenders and borrowers are likely to become.  And, when financial conditions deteriorate, it seems 

to require extraordinary measures by central bankers to restore calm.  This means that investors 

live in a world where financial conditions appear benign most of the time until they are not and 

then they become quite adverse.  Monetary transparency has probably created distorted financial 

conditions where risks are hidden and thus encourage risky behavior, suggesting investors should 

exercise more caution than financial conditions currently signal.   

   

  
 

 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative purposes only 

and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation.  The investment or strategy discussed may not be 

suitable for all investors.  Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment objectives and financial 

circumstances.  Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change.  
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Data Section 

 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 9/26/2017 close) 
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(Source: Bloomberg) 

 

These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 9/26/2017 close) 
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Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD and 

local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond (iShares 

iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 Year 

Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index). 

This chart shows the year-to-date returns 

for various asset classes, updated daily.  

The asset classes are ranked by total 

return (including dividends), with green 

indicating positive and red indicating 

negative returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 

 

Asset classes are defined as follows: 

Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap 

(S&P 400 Index), Small Cap (Russell 

2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI 

EAFE (USD and local currency) Index), 
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P/E Update 
 

September 21, 2017 
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Based on our methodology,5 the current P/E is 20.5x, up 0.1x from last week.   
 
 
 
This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the authors. It is based 
upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward looking statements expressed are subject to 
change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

                                                 
5 The above chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context.  We are using a 
specific measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data.  We use 
an adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988.  For the current quarter, we 
use the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes three actual quarters (Q4, Q1 and Q2) and one estimates (Q3).  We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E.  This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process).  Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a very long-term dataset for P/E 
ratios. 


